Instructions for Project SEE Star Wheels:

You will need a piece of stiff paper and a copy of star wheel #1, star wheel #2, the star wheel holder, and a stapler.

Print out (emboss) the star wheel holder and the two star wheels (star wheel #1 - star patterns and star wheel #2 - bright stars with star patterns).

Carefully cut out each circular star wheel. Cut out the star wheel holder and the oval in the center of the star wheel holder.

Place the star wheel holder on top of a sheet of stiff paper and cut out a duplicate outer shape, which will become the bottom of your holder.

Use a stapler and staple the star wheel holder to the stiff paper you just cut out, by stapling on the guidelines near the three triangles. Be sure that the Braille is facing up.

Insert a star wheel into the star wheel holder with the tactile side facing up. Line up the date and time. The stars visible within the center oval are the stars visible in the night sky on that date and at that time!